ADV Insights Solution Use Case
The Company
The Company is a mid-size provider of administration services for up-and-coming hedge funds. They
serve clients nationally, but are located in Los Angeles and are focused on the western half of the US.

Data Sources

The Challenge
Identifying Prospective Clients - Like most of its competitors, the Company used publicly available
information and tools to find targets that met their criteria for characteristics like assets under
management, location, and fund type. This meant searching the IARD website one firm at a time, relying
on word of mouth research, and piecing together other bits of information to isolate the most promising
sales opportunities. The process was slow, inefficient, and costly, and it produced an incomplete picture
of the available market.

The Solution
ADV Insights - Actus Data deployed the comprehensive ADV Insights Solution so the Company was
able to view all publicly available data from the ADV filing database on a single portal and easily segment
the data by highly relevant prospecting criteria. Filters and slicers on key parameters meant users could
quickly return the most meaningful insights and take action. The entire package was delivered inside a
customized Excel report so that the Company could easily manipulate and analyze the data set.

The Result
Broader Reach, Increased Growth - The Company was immediately able to identify and reach out to
larger number of highly targeted prospects. They expanded their sales efforts to focus on new
geographies and removed the guess work from their prospecting activities. With the ADV Insights
Solution, the Company was able to do all of this and at the same time significantly reduce administrative
overhead. The combination of improved data and speed of access enabled the Company to achieve
customer growth that would not have been possible without ADV Insights.
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More Use Cases Coming…
Check back soon!
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